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A new three-phase model describing dopant redistribution at an interface that separates two adjacent bulk phases is 
proposed. In this model the interface (layer) is considered as a third phase (3) of finite thickness in its own right, which 
mediates the dopant redistribution between the adjacent bulk phases (1) and (2). The dynamics of the redistribution 
is formulated in terms of the following rate equations, see Fig.l: 

- T T - = - o i s C i + eaiCa - ^ = 013^1-63103 + 02302-63203 - ^ = -03302 + 63203 (1) 

where O,- denotes the dopant concentration in the respective phase (i), the coefficients 013 and 023 denote the absorption 
rates of the dopant in the interface layer from the bulk phases (1) and (2), and correspondingly, the coefficients 631 and 
632 describe the emission rates of the dopant from the inter-phase (3) into the bulk phases (1) and (2), respectively. 
As an interface layer of finite thickness can accept only a finite dose of the dopant, it is clear that some maximum 
concentration Os.mar within the inter-phase (3) cannot be exceeded. The absorption coefficients 013 and 023 must 
therefore exhibit a saturation behavior at high concentrations close to Ca^max in the interphase (3). Therefore 

Ol3 = ai3(03,mar — O3) 023 = 023(03,0,01 — O3) (2) 

For stationary case, i.e. t -* oo eqs.(l,2) with the initial concentrations 0°, 0 ° , and O3 can be solved analytically. It 
can be seen that the stationary solutions depend only on the total initial concentration Cf„t = Oj + Oj + O3 and on 
the two ratios of emission and absorption coefficients, 631/013 and 632/023. Inserting cq.(2) into eq.(l) and assuming 
equifibrium case, i.e. dCs/dx = 0 one obtains Ar3 = N^^^axiCi + a 0 2 ) / ( 0 i + a02 + P) where a = a^a/ajg and 
0 - (631 + e32)/ai3 with Â 3 = 0 3 ^ ^ and A^s.mar = C^^maxW, W being the width of the interface layer. The latter 
equation relates the total dopant dose in the interface layer {N^^) to the concentrations Oi and O2 at both sides of the 
interface in good agreement with the data for the interface and bulk segregation of phosphorus [1,2,3]. 

It can be demonstrated [1,4] that this model if applied to a single homogeneous phase reduces to an ordinary 
diffusion equation. This demonstrates that the transition phenomena related to redistribution at the interface and 
the diffusion dynamics found a common theoretic description. The immediate advantage of this formulation is that 
the coupling between the interface dynamics and the diffusion in the adjacent bulk phases can be described in a new, 
consistent, and unambiguous way derived from first principles [1,4]. The resulting equations are from the beginning 
in discrctized form and can be cast into one single equation describing multiphase difusion by means of new finite 
difference operators [4]. 

From these equations a workable dynamic segregation model coupled to the difiTusion dynamics in bulk phases and 
being compatible with existing simulation tools is easily derived, see Fig.2; the result of such derivation is: 

dC 
-gf = -0?3(C3,max- 03)01 + 63103-/C,Fi (3) 

-^- — diziPz^max ~ C^)Ci - eaiCa -I- alj{C3^,nax - C3)C2 - G32C3 (4) 

-QT- = -"23(C'3,moi - 0 3 ) 0 2 + 63203 - K2î 2 (5) 

dC, d'Cr dC2 „ 5^02 ^ ,̂ 

Here F\ and F2 denote the fluxes in the bulk phases (1) and (2) at the interface, i.e. F^ji — DijiidCxjildx) ]J;=JTO, 
with Di — df/Ti for t = 1,2. The coefficients /ci and K.2 are fitting parameters subject to a constraint ensuring the 
conservation of the total dopant dose in the vicinity of the interface, for details see ref.[l]. Eqs.(3-5) are solved for the 
initial distribution Of, C2, O3 at < = 0 and eqs.(6) are solved also for some initial distributions C^{x}, 02(3;) with the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions at the interface 6, i.e. Oi(x,<) |j._j-o= Oi(t) and C2(x,t) |i=«+o= C2{i), where Oi(/) 
and 02(0 must be determined from eqs.(3-5). In Figs.(3-5) some applications of the above mode! to segregation and 
outdiffusion phenomena are shown. In a stationary version of this model one assumes that the segregation dynamics 
is much faster than the diffusion dynamics in the bulk phases on the time scale set by the larger of the two diffusion 
coefficients Di and Z?2. This means that in a sufficiently small time interval [<t,<ib+i] the quantities /CjF,- = B,- for 

1 = 1,2 in eqs.(3,5) can be regarded to be constant being set to 5,- = K,F,(<t) for t S \lk,tk+\\- In this case eqs.(3,5) 
can be solved analytically with the stationary solutions Cf°{tk) for f = 1,2,3 : 

Cr{h) = fi{Cl„e,,la\:,,e32la\^,B,{h),B,{i,)) (7) 

With the solutions of the stationary model one has to solve only the dififusion eqs.(6) with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
given by eqs.(7) which can be immediately implemented in such programs like SUPREM III [5]. 
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Fig.l ConccptuM diagram of the three-pliMc model. T!ie emiMicn 
and absorption rntca are indicated. 
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Fig.2 Generalization of the scliciTiatic diagram of tiic three-phaisc 
mode! given in Fig. l . The bulk phnaea 1 dnd 2 are now partitioned 
in stripes of the icngtii rf] and d-j, rcapectively. In the bulk phaacs 
tbe mode! {eq5.(I)) reduces to ordinary difTunion eqs.{0). 
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Fig.3 Phoophonis segregation »l Si-SiO^ interface after inert anneal 
at UOO" C for 30 min. The phcaphorua haa been implanted with 
2.5£15 c m - ' with 80 kcV through an oxide of 25 nm. Note that 
the dip in the phoophoru. profile on the silicon side is alao correctly 
reproduced. 

Fig.4 Boron segregation at Si — SiOi interface after an anneal at 
1150" C for 60 mjn in 1% O j . The boron has been implanted with 
IE\5 cm~^ with 50 kcV through a 215 nm oxide. The aa-impianted 
profile is aLso indicated. The oxide growth is almost null. Data are 
taken from ref. (6]. 
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Fig.5 Araenic outdifTuaion from poly silicion into crystalline silicon at 
850* C for 30 min. The poly silicon 200 nm thick has been initially 
implanted with arsenic with 2EIQ cn\~^ at 100 keV; the implantation 
profile is also indicated. Data are talcen from ref. [7]. 
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